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Abstract
Cancer is not just a lump of cells that divide, invade, and spread randomly, but rather a multi-layered precisely
tuned process that requires the participation of the whole organism. There is an urgent need to zoom-out from
the cellular and the local stromal view and broaden our perspective by including the whole organism level.
Geographically separated cancer tissues communicate between themselves, forming a system that interacts
with the rest of the organism through cancer induced systemic pathogenic networks. In the present paper, I
introduce six systemic hallmarks of cancer that emerge as a result of these interactions. I also describe several
potential therapeutic approaches that can be developed using the cancer system concept. Overall, I argue that
the tumoricentric paradigm should be replaced with a broader approach that brings into focus the “cancerized”
organism.
Keywords: Cancer system, metastasis, cancer hallmarks, organism, tissue, system of cancer, systemic networks,
system biology

INTRODUCTION
The cancer system

From the systemic biology point of view, organisms are complex, embedded, multi-layered networks
of interactions. At the cellular level, the networks are comprised of genes, metabolic intermediates,
miRNA and signaling molecules (proteins, lipids, ions). At the tissular level, the networks are comprised
of interactions between different cell types and between the cells and the supporting stroma. At the
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Figure 1. Three levels of organization

organismic level, the networks are comprised of interactions between different body systems (endocrine,
nervous, immune, etc.). As described by the seminal work of Denis Noble[1-3] these three levels of networks
(cellular, tissular, organismic) [Figure 1] are co-dependent and there is no priviledged level of causation.
They interact and influence each other.
Cancer is also a multi-layered disease with multiple complex networks of interactions located at different
levels, (i.e., cellular, tissular, organismic). The focus on the genome, the cancer cells, or even the cancer
tissues, is too narrow and, in order to better understand the cancer process, there is an urgent need to
zoom-out and broaden our perspective by including a broader, organismic level.
We define a system as a dynamic entity of several interacting components that are co-dependent and
function in an integrated way. A single cell, an organ, the entire human body are all systems. In the present
paper, I will focus on cancer at the macroscopic level. Macroscopically, experimental data accumulated over
more than a decade, supports the concept of a cancer system formed by several geographically separated
cancer tissues (the primary tumor, the local and the distant metastasis). The cancer system and the body
systems are co-dependent and, through their interaction, new cancer induced pathologic systemic networks
(CISPN) appear and the whole organism is “cancerized” to support cancer development [Figure 2].
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Figure 2. The cancer system and the body systems interact leading to novel cancer induced systemic pathologic networks

Cancer as a systemic disease

Over the last decade, several models of cancer as a systemic disease have been proposed[4-8]. In 2010,
Mikala Egeblad and her collaborators introduced the model of the tumor as an organ that may influence
the immunity, the metabolism and the coagulation status of the host[4]. In a paper published the same year,
Sandra Mc Allister and Robert Weinberg suggested that tumor-host interactions extend well beyond the
local tissue microenvironment and introduced the tumor “instigation” concept in which primary tumors
perturb normal host organs and support the growth of metastatic tumors at distant anatomic sites[5]. They
listed several factors secreted by the tumors with systemic effects: vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF), interleukin (IL)-6, IL-8, stromal cell-derived factor-1 (SDF1), fibroblast growth factor, growthrelated oncogene-α (CXCL1), platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), angiopoietins, transforming growth
factor β (TGF-β), hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), angiogenin, leptin, sonic hedgehog homolog, regulated
upon activation normal T-cell expressed (CCL5), and osteopontin[5]. They also proposed a novel treatment
of metastases by blocking their access to supporting stromal cells derived from the bone marrow. In a
subsequent publication, the same authors[7], refined their original model bringing additional support to
the complementary idea that tumors can be also significantly influenced by systemic processes. In 2014, a
research team from Austria, introduced the concept of tumor macroenvironment and described mainly the
global metabolic changes that tumors exert on the whole organism[6].
This systemic perspective should not be limited solely to clinically stage IV cancers. Often, systemic effects
appear also when the tumors are localized and, in many instances, metastasis is present in a subclinical
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form even when the tumor appears localized. This may be the reason why even when detected very early, a
significant proportion of cancers is incurable. For example, the 5 year survival of stage I non-small cell lung
cancer disease is approximately 60% (American Cancer Society Statistics, 2020). In 2019, a neuroscientist,
Jeremy Borniger, published two papers[8,9] focused on brain-tumor interactions, with special emphasis on
the interaction of subcortical neural populations and cancer. Specifically, he and his team discovered that
non-metastatic breast tumors may influence the endocrine and the immune systems of the hosts. Using a
breast cancer mouse model, they demonstrated that by inhibiting the signaling of the lateral hypothalamic
orexin/hypocretin neurons, the sleep quality and the metabolic dysregulations induced by the tumor were
improved[9].
We have also proposed previously the need for a broader, systemic perspective on cancer and introduced
briefly the idea of the cancer system[10]. The notion of the cancer system although closely related to the
idea of the cancer-systemic disease is different in a fundamental way. The meaning of the word “systemic”
refers to “affecting the body generally”. Metastatic and, sometimes, localized cancers, influence the whole
organism and therefore they are classified as systemic diseases. On the other hand, macroscopically, cancer
behaves like a sort of an organism within an organism and metastasis appears as a finely orchestrated
process. The concept of a cancer system tries to capture precisely this deterministic behavior.
Cancer as a developmental disease

The idea that cancer represents an embryonal developmental program gone haywire has been around for
more than four decades[11,12]. As shown by a recent review[13] there are some tissular and organismic genes
that may play a role both in embryogenesis and cancer. It is important to point out that until approximately
three weeks after fertilization, the embryo does not have a functioning circulatory system, and, therefore,
the developmental programs involved in the embyo development are likely different from that of the
metastatic process. A notable exception is the neural crest migration where epithelial-to-mesenchymal
transition plays a critical role. Similar to the neural crest migration[14], the metastatic process represents
a transformed cellular program that once activated leads to the development of disseminated tumors at
distance from the original site. The fact that that the same genes (i.e., the nuclear hormone receptors,
Hedgehog, Wnt, TGF-β, Notch) are involved in the generation and maintenance of multicellularity, and,
they are also dysregulated in stem cells and metastasis[15], suggest the striking idea that cancer, in general,
and the metastatic process, in particular, may represent the activation of a developmental program
that leads to the creation of a novel, pervasive, multicellular entity. As previously suggested by Mark
Vincent, cancer appears to be much more than a simple dysregulated growth and may represent a form
of multicellular life, with symbiotic properties[16,17], that establishes a commensual relationship with the
organism where it develops. In this process, the whole organism, “cancerized” through the development
of CISPN, as we will argue in this paper, far from being a passive bystander, becomes an active enabler of
cancer progression and spread.
Metastasis as a finely orchestrated deterministic process

As opposed to the apparition of malignant tumors that is, in general, related to genetic mutations,
metastasis appears to be mainly an epigenetic process. In the 2011 updated version of their original
hallmarks article [18], Hannahan and Weinberg, noted that the ability of cancer cells to invade and
metastasize may not require additional genetic mutations in addition to those already present in the
primary tumors[19]. Also, the majority of the genes proposed by Massagué and collaborators more than a
decade ago[20,21] in their step by step model of metastasis are not mutated. In addition, Vogelstein et al.[22]
noted that despite considerable effort, specific genetic alterations that distinguish cancers that metastasize
from cancers that do not metastasize have not been yet identified. The immediate conclusion, drawn by the
Vogelstein team[22], is that there are no specific metastasis genes.
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This opinion of metastasis as a random, nondeterministic process has been challenged for 130 years since
Paget asked the famous question: “What is what decides what organs suffer from disseminated cancer?” and
launched the “seed and soil” hypothesis[23]. By the late 70’s, metastasis started to be understood more and
more as the result of non-random tumor-host interactions[24], and the Paget’s “seed and soil” hypothesis has
been strongly supported by the work of Fidler and Kripke[25] and Price et al.[26]. A recent study described
widespread epigenetic reprogramming during the evolution of distant metastasis of pancreatic cancer
in the absence of metastasis-specific driver mutations[27]. This manifested as global reprogramming of
histone H3K9 and DNA methylation within large heterochromatin domains (LOCKs) as well as regional
changes in gene regulatory modifications. Interestingly, the authors found that the epigenetic changes
were controlled by an anabolic glucose metabolism enzyme 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase (PGD).
Glucose deprivation, RNA interference (RNAi) against PGD, and, treatment with 6-aminonicotinamide,
reprogrammed the chromatin state of the distant metastasis. In addition, cells treated with RNAi against
PGD did not form distal metastasis[27]. Another recent study[28], found also that in prostate cancer the
master regulator genes of metastasis are genes involved in epigenetic regulation. Silencing a particular
histone methyltyransferase gene (Nuclear receptor binding SET Domain protein 2, NSD2) in vivo allografts,
resulted in significant improvement in survival in the mice treated as well as a significant reduction in the
metastatic burden without any effect on the primary tumor growth[28].
These observations suggest a different view of metastasis. The plethora of genetic abnormalities present in
established malignant tumors may not be the main driver of metastasis. No genetic mutation or mutations
have been unequivocally shown to be associated with progression from localized to metastatic disease[29].
As shown by several in vitro experiments, epigenetic factors present inside and outside tumor cells may
control the metastatic process. The cytoplasm of human embryonic stem cells can epigenetically reprogram
multipotent metastatic melanoma cells and made them to assume a melanocyte-like phenotype[30]. Adam
Telerman and Robert Amson, two researchers from École Normale Supérieure from Paris, France, who
have been modeling tumor reversion for more than 20 years, stated[31] that the “reversion process involves a
reprogramming mechanism using epigenetic and probably genetic tools that will supersede the changes in
cancer by assembling and triggering alternative ways leading to the suppression of tumorigenicity”. Some
of the metastasis master regulators may not be even located inside the cancer cell. The work of Bissell and
Radisky[32] and Orimo and Weinberg[33] demonstrated the crucial role of the tumor associated stroma in
promoting tumor metastasis. Convincingly, a recent review[34] illustrated how hyaluronan, an integrated
component of the extracellular matrix (ECM), may modulate several key hallmarks of cancer: sustaining
of the proliferative signaling, evasion of apoptosis, angiogenesis, activation of invasion and metastasis,
reprogramming of energy metabolism and evasion of the immune response.

CANCER CELL PROGRAMS
If cancer cells switch back and forth between different programs, cancer may represent a controllable
cellular state that can rerouted to a non-neoplastic phenotype. The model of cancer as a potentially
reversible cellular program[35] complements and refines the genetic model. It has been previously suggested
that many of the properties associated with invasion and metastasis do not arise as purely cell autonomous
processes[36]. In most of the cases, the metastatic process seems to be due to adaptation and not to selection
of the cancer cells[37]. It is the secretion of factors such as TGF-β, HGF, tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α,
Wnt and PDGF by the surrounding tumor stroma, and, the activation in the tumor cells of several master
regulators of embryogenesis, such as the transcription factors Twist, Snail, Slug, Zeb1 and Zeb2, regarded
as the epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) core regulators, that drive metastasis[13,29]. These
processes may be mediated by miRNAs[38], that coordinate multiple genes at the same time, so it will be
more appropriate to talk in terms of various cellular programs, i.e., a division program possibly controlling
key mitotic genes[39], an invasion program possibly controlling key invasion genes[40,41], and, a metastatic
program, possibly controlling key EMT genes[13] [Figure 3]. The master regulators of these programs may
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Figure 3. The cancer cell programs

or may not partially overlap. For example, miR-21 and miR-222 are involved in uncontrolled proliferation,
miR-130 and miR-126 are involved in tumor angiogenesis and miR-373 and miR-155 are involved both in
invasion and metastasis[38]. The existence of specific cellular programs activated during the cancer process,
suggests the possibility that the transformations induced by cancer both at the level of the tissue where it
originally appears, and at distant sites where metastasis are formed, are not simple random by-products
of malignancy but represent a well orchestrated process of local and global “cancerization”. In this paper, I
argue that the metastatic phenotype is initiated and maintained by non-random CISPN developed at the
organismic level. The emergence of these CISPN may result mainly from the finely regulated secretion by
the tumors and their stroma of specific exosomes[42,43]. Exosomes have been involved in the communication
between the primary tumor and remote metastatic sites[44] and, cancer cell-derived exosomes contain
miRNAs that may regulate all the systemic hallmarks of cancer described below. In spite of the presence
of RNase in blood, miRNAs survive due to their presence in exosomes[45]. Both the nature of the proteins
expressed on the surface of exosomes and the exosomes cargo are non-random as demonstrated by the
work of David Lyden’s lab[46,47]. Recently his team analyzed the protein exosomes from plasma of patients
with five cancer types (breast, colorectal, lung, pancreatic, mesothelioma) and found that in cancer
patients, the circulating plasma exosomes proteins, derive not only from the tumor itself, but also from the
tumor environment, distant organs (i.e., liver) and the immune cells, this data supporting the “cancerized”
organism model[43].

CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL OF CANCER AS A MODIFIED CELLULAR
PROGRAM
The division, invasion and metastatic programs may be activated differently and in different order in
various cancer types, and this may explain the fact that cancers arising in different tissues have different
propensity to grow locally, to invade the surrounding stroma and to metastasize. This might be related to
distinct modified cellular programs present in Cancer Stem Cells (CSCs). CSCs by definition are a small
subpopulation of cells within tumors with capabilities of self-renewal, differentiation, and tumorigenicity
when transplanted into an animal host. When we think of CSC we mainly think of their ability to grow
and form colonies but CSCs present in different tissues may not be the same qualitatively, and even,
quantitatively[48]. It is likely that due to these differences, programs for division, invasion and metastasis
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are differently activated in different CSCs. Some CSCs may “instigate” or “educate” the stromal cells by
secreting signals that induce changes in these cells that facilitate local invasion of the tumor[49]. Other
distinct population of stem cells, so called migrating cancer stem (MCS) cells, may be responsible for
metastasis as proposed originally by Brabletz [50]. Recently, this population of tumor cells with MCS
properties was identified in a study conducted at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Institute (MSKCI)[51].
Using a colorectal cancer mouse model, the MSKCI investigators found two distinct population of stem
cells: an adenoma forming stem cells population with oncogenic mutations and a L1CAM positive tumorpropagating metastasis-initiating stem cells without oncogenic mutations[51].
A pervasive oncology dogma postulates that cancer develops in a linear way by initially growing locally,
then subsequently invading the tissue where they appear and, finally, if given enough time, in the majority
of cases, metastasize. Experimental data and clinical practice suggest that this assumption is incorrect. Some
cancers, like breast or prostate, for example, sometimes behave as benign tumors that do not invade locally
or metastasize and, maybe, this is why, the global, indiscriminately screening programs for breast and
prostate cancers, may lead to over treatment of some patients. Another example is sarcoma, where roughly
50% of the sarcoma metastasize and 50% do not[52]. As demonstrated by the work of Ganesh et al.[51], the
classical step by step genetic model of colorectal carcinogenesis of Fearon and Vogelstein[53] may not apply
to the metastatic process who does not involve a specific set of mutated genes. The different activation of
different cancer cells programs in tumors of different types might explain the striking difference in clinical
stage presentations of different cancer locations. For example, as many as 55% of squamous head and neck
cancer presents as stage 4 most frequently with lymph nodes metastasis[54], but only approximately 7% of
thyroid cancers present as stage 4[55]. The presence of distinct cellular programs in cancer may also solve
the enigma of the existence of carcinomas of unknown origin where the primary tumor is never found. It is
conceivable that in metastasis of cancers of unknown origin the metastatic program is activated before the
division and invasive programs.

THE SYSTEMIC HALLMARKS OF CANCER

The hallmarks of cancer described by Hanahan and Weinberg in their two articles[18,19], refer mainly to
the cellular and tissular hallmarks of cancer. More recently[56], Welch and Hurst proposed four cancer
hallmarks specifically associated with the metastatic process: motility and invasion, colonization, plasticity
and modulation but these four hallmarks are practically identical with the succesive steps of the metastatic
process described more than a decade ago by Joao Massagué[20,21] and his collaborators. In this paper, we
describe six novel systemic cancer hallmarks, that appear as a result of the interaction between cancer and
the organism at the macroscopic level. The first systemic hallmark is the cancer system itself established
through the connections between the primary tumor, the bone marrow and the distal metastasis. The five
other systemic hallmarks are as following: the global inflammation, the immunity inhibition, the metabolic
changes leading to cachexia, the propensity to thrombosis, and the neuro-endocrine changes [Figure 4].
Each of these six hallmarks is established through a different CISPN. In the sections below, I will discuss
one by one, the six CISPN. The accompanying figures [Figures 5-10] are raw sketches illustrating the salient
components of the different CISPN. Apart from the nervous system, the connections between the CISPN
components are made through exosomes, cytokines and other soluble factors, represented by the dotted
lines.
The primary tumor-metastasis network

Clinically, it has been noticed for a long time that the primary tumor and the distal metastases are
interconnected and co-dependent. In some cases of renal cell cancer, for example, resecting the primary
tumor induces a regression in the distal metastasis[57]. On the contrary, in several experimental models, as
shown by Folkman and his collaborators, resecting the primary tumor may accelerate the development of
metastasis[58,59]. Over the last two decades, it has been demonstrated also that besides this primary tumor-
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Figure 4. Systemic hallmarks of cancer

metastasis influence, there is a permanent “trialogue” between the primary tumor, the metastatic sites and
the bone marrow [Figure 5]. Bone marrow can function as a source of hematogenic progenitor cells that
prepare the niche for metastasis[60,61] and, also possibly, as a source of malignant stem cells[62].
Bone marrow-derived cells (BMDCs), which are frequently recruited to sites of tissue injury and
inflammation, are crucial for the malignant process. In an elegant experiment, Houghton et al. [63]
demonstrated that in some cases, BMDCs may even represent the origin of malignant cells. These findings
were subsequently confirmed by a different research team in a sarcoma mouse model[64].
Kaplan et al.[60] pioneered the work on the metastatic niche by demonstrating that BMDCs that express
vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 1 (VEGFR-1) home to tumor-specific pre-metastatic sites
and form cellular clusters before the arrival of tumor cells. Besides, BMDCs that facilitate the growth of
tumor cells at distance from the site of origin and, cytokines and vesicles released into the circulation
also contribute to the development of distal metastasis[65-68]. In a recent review[69], a comprehensive list
of 34 primary-tumor, tumor stroma and myeloid derived factors that mobilize and recruit myeloid cells
directly from the bone marrow to the pre-metastatic niche was compiled. The authors also proposed
six characteristics of the pre-metastatic niche that empower the niche to favor tumor cell colonization
and promote metastasis: angiogenesis and vascular permeability, lymphangiogenesis, inflammation,
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Figure 5. Primary tumor-metastasis-bone marrow network

Figure 6. The systemic inflammation network
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Figure 7. The immunity inhibition network

Figure 8. The global metabolism/cachexia network
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Figure 9. The thrombosis network

Figure 10. The neuro-endocrine network
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immunosuppression, organotropism and reprogramming. These characteristics determine whether
the metastatic cells present in the blood circulation can colonize and survive or become dormant after
arrival[69]. The best well described tumor secreted soluble molecules responsible for the niche formation
and development are: VEGF-A, placental growth factor, and versican[69]. Besides the cancer cells, there
are also factors secreted by the tumor stroma that play a similar role: TGF-β, TNF-α, hypoxia-inducible
factor-1 (HIF-1), granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF). Some of these factors are secreted by the
BDMCs themselves: VLA-4 (integrin α4β1), matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)9 and ID3 protein (ID is a
term that refers to its functional properties as both an inhibitor of DNA binding and an inhibitor of cell
differentiation)[70].
The exosomes are key factors responsible for the preparation of the pre-metastatic niche and the
communication between the tumor, the bone marrow and the distal metastatic site[41,71]. Different materials
(proteins, mRNAs, DNA and miRNAs) carried inside the exosomes can be functionally delivered between
different types of cells and transferred to distant locations, influencing the biological activities of tumor and
non-tumor cells and promoting tumor growth, invasion, metastasis, angiogenesis, and drug resistance[42,71].
A comprehensive review highlighted the key role played by the ECM components like syndecan in
regulating exosome biogenesis, protein composition, function, and docking to recipient cells[72]. Heparan
sulphate chains of syndecans are essential for exosome formation within endosomal compartments, and
trimming of heparan sulphate by heparanase activates the formation of an endosomal complex containing
syndecan coupled to syntenin and ALIX[73]. Reversely, tumor exosomes expressing high CD44 expression
bind to hyaluronic acid and modulate the ECM as demonstrated for degradation of collagens, laminins,
and fibronectin[74]. Tumor-associated exosomes have been identified in biological (plasma, urine, saliva)
and pathological (malignant effusions, pleural effusions, ascites) fluids from cancer patients. David
Lyden’s team from Weill Cornell Medical Center (WCMC), was able to demonstrate that in melanoma
the transfer of the MET oncoprotein from tumor-derived exosomes to BM progenitor cells promoted the
metastatic process and to describe quantitative and qualitative exosome signatures, along with specific
BM progenitor cell populations mobilized as representative hallmarks of metastatic disease[75]. Certain
miRNAs are enriched in exosomes coming from the cancer cells, indicating that the exosomes composition
seems to be controlled[76]. Exosomes from mutant KRAS colorectal cancer cells for example show a distinct
miRNA profile compared to wild type cells[77]. The same WCMC team showed that in pancreatic cancer,
the exosomes contained macrophage inhibitory factor (MIF) that is involved in the recruitment of bone
marrow-derived macrophages and the blockade of MIF prevented liver pre-metastatic niche formation
and metastasis. By releasing soluble factors, tumor cells were able to specifically direct bone marrow
derived cells to the sites were they were supposed to go[68]. An “integrin code” present on the surface of
the exosomes seems to be responsible for the homing of future metastasis to precise prespecified distal
organs[46].
Redig and McAllister also included the participation of the bone marrow as a sine qua non component
of the “instigation” model[78]. These authors demonstrated a process of “systemic instigation” by injecting
cells coming from an aggressive breast tumor in the flank of a mouse and analyzing the effect of these
cells on the growth in the opposite flank of tumor cells coming from an indolent breast cancer tumor. The
explanation for the influence at distance of one cancer tissue on the growth of another was established to
be bone marrow-derived cells that were recruited to the distal sites and instigated the previously indolent
tumor cells to grow[78]. The importance of studying cancer as a systemic disease was underscored by another
study done by a group of researchers from Harvard Medical School[79]. The authors described a systemic
cross-talk between lung tumors and bones. In an elegant mouse model, lung adenocarcinomas were able
to remotely activate osteoblasts in bones even in the absence of local metastasis. In turn, these osteoblasts
supplied tumors with neutrophils, which fostered cancer progression[79].
Sometimes, the initiators of this “trialogue” are not the tumor cells themselves, but other stromal cells
derived from the “cancerized” stroma. Cancer-associated fibroblasts have been shown, for example, to
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release cytokines[80] [i.e., SDF1] that once entered in the circulation may trigger the systemic release
from the bone marrow of stem cells and haematopoietic progenitors that will support the formation of
metastases[81]. A research team from MD Anderson have shown that the origin of these cancer-associated
fibroblasts is primarily the bone marrow [82] but their origin and function within the tumor stroma
varies[83]. The existence of these networks of communication between geographically separated sites, brings
experimental evidence to the cancer system model, and, supports the idea that metastasis is a non-random,
finely regulated process.
The systemic inflammation network

The link between local stromal inflammation and cancer progression is well known and the molecular
pathways responsible for this link have been well characterized[84]. As any pathologist would certify, local
inflammation is present in the stroma of many tumors and, inflammatory cells and molecules, may be
involved in almost every aspect of cancer progression, including the tumour cells’ ability to metastasize.
Colotta et al.[85] proposed that cancer related inflammation represents a seventh hallmark of cancer.
As described by Grivennikov et al.[86], there are several types of inflammation that can promote cancer
development and progression, differing by cause, mechanism, outcome, and intensity. Briefly, there is
chronic inflammation associated with infections or autoimmune disease, there is inflammation due to
prolonged exposure to environmental irritants or obesity, there is another distinct type of inflammation
related to the tumor, and, finally, there is inflammation related to cancer therapies themselves.
Approximately 20% of human cancers may be related to chronic inflammation caused by infections, exposure
to irritants, or autoimmune disease[87]. On the other hand, not only chronic inflammation may lead to
cancer, but cancer may also cause local and systemic inflammation. Oncogene activation in cancer cells
lead to expression of pro-inflammatory transcription factors within tumor cells [such as nuclear factorkappaB (NF-κB), signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT)3 or HIF-1α]. These activated
transcription factors mediate the expression of key cytokines and chemokines as well as inflammatory
enzymes within the tumor microenvironment. At the tissular level, different cytokines can either promote
or inhibit tumor development and progression. Some of them may lead to tumor progression (IL-6, IL-17,
IL-23), and also have direct effects on cancer cell growth and survival [TNF-related apoptosis-inducing
ligand, Fas ligand, TNF-α, epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) ligands, TGF-β]. Others [IL-12,
interferon (IFN)γ] may have an anti-tumor effect[86].
Cancer inflammation is not only a local phenomenon [Figure 6]. High serum concentrations of inflammatory
cytokines, (i.e., IL-1, IL-6) are found in many advanced malignancies[88]. Circulating cytokines and small
inflammatory molecules, such as chemokines and matrix-degrading proteins, are also involved in the systemic
inflammation, and play a crucial role in the metastatic process[88]. IL-1, for example, is involved in invasion
and angiogenesis. IL-1 may enhance the invasiveness of already existing tumor cells by the induction of
inflammatory molecules, such as MMPs, VEGF, heparanase, chemokines, and integrins on the malignant cells
and endothelial cells, or by switching on the angiogenesis leading to tumor dissemination and metastasis[89].
Systemic inhibition of IL-1 with anakinra (a recombinant derivative of IL-1RN) inhibits the growth and
density of new vessels in IL-1-producing human tumor cell lines xenografted into immunodeficient mice,
but not in their counterparts that do not produce IL-1[90]. A recent review[91], provided a comprehensive list of
factors associated with colorectal systemic inflammation including cytokines, chemokines and growth factors
(IL-6, C-C Motif Chemokine Ligand (CCL)2, CXCL (C-X-C Motif Chemokine Ligand)8, CSF1 [macrophage
colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF)], and CSF2 [granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor (GMCSF)]. The authors noted that immune cells and fibroblasts are capable of producing many of these factors at
much higher level than tumor cells and pointed out to the role of the stroma in systemic inflammation. Some
of these immunomodulatory effects are modulated by exosomes that contain in their cargo a large variety of
molecules[92,93]. Exosomes secreted by tumors contain IL-8, CCL2, CCL3, CCL4, CCL5, CCL20 and TGF-β[93].
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The liver is a key player in the systemic inflammatory response. All the acute-phase proteins, including
C-reactive protein (CRP), amyloid A, α1 antitrypsin, and α1 acid glycoprotein, are synthesised in the
liver and secreted into the circulation[94]. Classical studies have shown the deleterious role played by the
citokines secreted by the Kupfer cells in acute inflammation[95]. For example, complete elimination of liver
macrophages, decreased the mortality of mice challenged with zimosan, a potent inflammatory agent, from
27% to 0%[96].
Another key component of the global inflammation network is the gut microbiota. The human body is in
symbiosis with the gut microbiota, which outnumbers human cells by a 10-fold factor. As shown by two
Science articles, gut microbiota modulates inflammation in both the tumor microenvironment and in the
systemic circulation[97,98]. Microbiota also regulates steady‐state myelopoiesis and neutrophil homeostasis[99].
Mouse models have shown that gut microbes promote the development of mammary carcinomas via a
neutrophil‐mediated mechanism[100], and, microbiota‐driven mobilization of myeloid‐derived suppressor
cells, favors malignant progression through systemic tumor promoting inflammation[101].
Increase of the systemic markers of inflammation as neutrophils, lymphocytes and platelet counts and acute
phase proteins, such as CRP and albumin or their combinations, computed in different scores, i.e., the
neutrophil lymphocyte ratio, the platelet lymphocyte ratio and the Glasgow Prognostic Score, are associated
with adverse prognosis in several malignancies[102].
A systemic immune-inflammation index (SII), which is calculated as platelet (P) × neutrophil (N)/
lymphocyte (L) counts, has also been demonstrated to be closely associated with the prognosis of solid
tumors especially lung cancer[103].
In most advanced cancers, systemic inflammation is caused by cancer itself and indicate the aggressiveness
of the tumor[104]. Unfortunately, despite pre-clinical efficacy demonstrated in several animal studies, until
present, agents used to manipulate systemic inflammation in the treatment of patients with advancedstage cancer have only shown modest results [105]. The clinical trials that used inhibitors of primary
inflammatory cytokines (e.g.,TNF‐α, IL-6, IL-8), in the treatment of various types of human cancers (i.e.,
pancreas, renal) showed only limited benefit. This is not surprising as the function of cytokine varies with
the clinical context and the same cytokine may promote or inhibit cancer progression. The same cytokine
can be beneficial in some clinical context and detrimental in others, and the term yin-yang has been used
for cytokine behavior[106]. Currently there are multiple clinical studies in progress using agents that target
cytokines (i.e., IL-1, CXCR4/CXCL12), transcription factors (i.e., JAK-STAT pathway inhibitors) or local
immune/inflammatory cells (i.e., macrophages M2) and the field of cancer inflammation is currently a very
active area of research[105,107].
The immunity inhibition network

Tumor promoting inflammation and anti-tumor immunity are the two opposite factors that shape the
evolution of tumors[108]. As illustrated in the above section, tumors actively induce a global inflammatory
state. They also inhibit the immune system, both locally and systemically [Figure 7]. The local inhibition
of the immune system by the tumor checkpoint molecules has been well characterized and the use of
checkpoint inhibitors is currently approved in many types of cancers. Tumors may also have a global
inhibitory effect on the immune system as recently shown by a team from the University of Pennsylvania.
The researchers described the release of exosomes carrying programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) on their
surface by metastatic melanoma cells. Stimulation with IFN-γ increased the amount of PD-L1 on these
vesicles, which suppressed the function of CD8 T cells and facilitated tumor growth[108]. Tumor cell-derived
exosomes can also impair immunity through different mechanisms: exosomes containing miR-203 secreted
by pancreatic cells may impair activation of the immune system through downregulation of toll-like
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receptor 4 and IL-12[109], exosomes can down regulate the functions of immune cells[110,111], may promote
Tregs expansion[112], and inhibit the activity of natural killers (NK) cells[113].
As is the case with inflammation, there is a co-dependent relationship between the immune system and
the gut microbiome. The immune system plays an important role in defining the composition of the
microbiota and preserving the ecology of the microbiota. Reversely, the microbiota influences all aspects
of the immune system. Gut microbiome plays an important role in the training and the functional tuning
of the immune system and can be seen as one of the key modulators of the immune system[114]. In addition
to influencing localized immune responses, microbiota also has broader effects contributing to innate and
adaptive immunity at multiple levels[115]. Myeloid cells respond to microbial signals, and initiate innate
and adaptive immune responses[99]. In 2013, it has been shown in two murine models that germfree or
antibiotic-treated animals did not respond to chemotherapy, indicating that an intact microbiome was required
for modulating the myeloid-derived immune cell responses in the tumor microenvironment[97,98]. Alterations
in the gut microbiome can affect response to immunotherapy in several cancer types. Matson et al.[116]
identified different bacterial species as being critical for response to therapy in their patients with advanced
melanoma, with Bifidobacterium longum, Collinsella aerofaciens, and Enterococcus faecium, among
others, found to be enriched in the feces of patients that responded to anti-PD-L1. Similar findings were
reported by Routy et al.[117] in patients with advanced urothelial carcinoma, non-small cell lung cancer, and
renal cell carcinoma. Patients who have been treated with antibiotics within several months before, during,
or after treatment with PD-1/PD-L1 blockade had shorter progression-free survival and lower overall
survival rates compared with patients who had not received antibiotics. After sequencing fecal samples
from these patients, the genera Akkermansia and Alistipes were enriched, and, the bacterial species A.
muciniphila, specifically, was found to be highly represented in patients that responded to checkpoint
blockade.
The immune cells play a dual role in cancer[118,119]. Classically, some immune cells may promote cancer
growth (M2 macrophages, T regs cells) and others fight cancer (M1 macrophages, CD8 cells). This is
an over simplification as the same type of cells may play a pro, or anti-neoplastic role depending on
the local and systemic context. For example, in the majority of cancers, an increased number of T regs
in the tumor is associated with a poor prognostic, but in patients with colon or breast carcinomas, the
presence and frequency of T reg in the tumor is correlated with an improved prognostic[120]. A similar
phenomenon has been shown for tumor associated macrophages[121]. Like macrophages and T reg cells,
tumor-associated neutrophils and NK cells may have both antitumoral and protumoral functions[122].
As shown in by Labelle et al.[123], platelets attract neutrophils into the tumor thrombi contributing to the
metastatic niche development. Also, a high neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio, predicts poor outcome in
several types of cancer including lung cancer, pancreatic cancer and colorectal cancer. There is new data
showing direct involvement of neutrophils in different types of cancer and there is increasing evidence in
preclinical models that granulocyte-CSF (G-CSF) can promote metastasis[124,125]. Also, as shown by several
research teams, metastatic cancer cells can induce neutrophils to form metastasis-supporting neutrophil
extracellular traps (NETs) and drugs that degrade NETs have been shown to have a profound inhibitory
effect on the development of metastatic disease in preclinical models[126,127].
The global metabolism/cachexia network

In order to ensure sufficient biomass synthesis for their growth, cancer cells need to maintain high
metabolic turnover rates. A large amount of energy is required to support this process. For example, an
estimated ~17,700 kcal are required over 3 months to support metastatic colorectal cancer growth [128].
Since the seminal work of Warburg[129], it has been observed cancer cells have distinct metabolic programs
than normal cells and metabolic reprogramming has been acknowledged as one of the classical hallmarks
of cancer[19]. The most distinctive metabolic differences of cancer tissues are increased aerobic glycolysis,
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elevated glutaminolytic flux and enhanced amino acid and lipid metabolism. Some types of cancer cells
utilize in excess glucose and, in some cases secrete lactate even in the presence of oxygen (the Warburg
phenomenon). The propensity of cancer cells towards aerobic glycolysis does not seem to be related to an
impairment of the respiration, as respiration is also needed for tumor growth[130,131]. In some cancer patients,
lactate is converted back to glucose in the liver, a process known as the oncogenic Cori cycle[132-134] a process
that is energetically very inefficient. Besides glucose and lactate, there are other nutriments needed for
tumor growth for example, glutamine, glycine and aspartate for purine and pyrimidine synthesis, serine for
membrane lipid component synthesis, branched aminoacids, lipids, acetate and others[135]. Not in all cancers
the Warburg phenomenon is present, and, sometimes, high glycolytic rates in tumors and mitochondrial
respiration often operate simultaneously in tumors[136]. A sort of metabolic parasitism has been described at
the tissular level by a group of French researchers[137] who introduced the concept of the “reverse Warburg
effect”[138,139]. These authors proposed that aggressive cancer cells are “parasites” that use oxidative stress
as a “weapon” to extract nutrients from surrounding stromal cells, forced to undergo aerobic glycolysis,
and produce energy-rich nutrients (such as lactate and ketones) to “feed” cancer cells. They suggested that
stromal catabolism, via autophagy and mitophagy, fuels the anabolic growth of tumor cells, promoting
tumor progression and metastasis.
What is also becoming apparent, is that cancer cells or tissues have an altered metabolism, but, they also
induce systemic changes of the whole body metabolism by secreting humoral factors (i.e., TNF‐α, IL‐1 and
IL‐6) and pro‐cachectic factors (i.e., proteolysis‐inducing factor and lipid mobilization factor) that lead to
a generalized catabolic state followed by significant and progressive energy loss from host tissue in the final
stages of cancer[140,141]. A group of researchers from Taiwan metaphorically compared these influences of
the tumor on the host’s metabolism as a “metabolic dictatorship”, the tumors imposing their high demands
on the normal host these metabolic changes, ultimately, in some types of cancers (i.e., pancreatic or gastric
cancer) leading to cachexia[142]. Basically, the metabolic parasitism described at the tissular level exists also
at the level of the whole organism[143].
Cachexia is a multi-organ syndrome involving changes in many tissues and organs besides the muscle,
the adipose tissue and the tumor itself, other organs including the liver, the pancreas, the brain and the
gut[144] [Figure 8]. It involves up‐regulated tissue catabolism and impaired anabolism, release of tumor‐
derived catabolic factors and inflammatory cytokines, and neuroendocrine dysfunction[145]. As previously
suggested by Al-Zoughbi and Porporato, the global metabolic changes that tumors exert on the whole
organism are due to a precise reprogramming of the different key structures involved in the normal body
energy expenditure balance and are not simply complications of tumor progression[6,134]. This is why
these authors introduced new terminology to describe this phenomenon, i.e., “macroenvironment”[6] and
“metabolic cancer syndrome”[134]. In addition to the direct effects of tumor-derived cytokines on individual
organs, there is also an interplay between muscle, fat, and liver involving several signaling pathways and
metabolites leading to pathologic networks formation resulting in disruption of key metabolic pathways[140]
[Figure 8].
The incidence of cachexia among cancer patients is very high, especially in gastric and pancreatic cancer
where the incidence is more than 80%. One of the main causes of cancer cachexia is inflammation. The
cytokines secreted by the tumor may lead to the symptoms commonly associated with cachexia (loss of
apetite, pain, fever, fatigue, cachexia) but, ultimately, cachexia is dependent on the patient response to
tumor progression and the activation of the inflammatory response[146]. One of the key cytokines involved
in cachexia is IL-6, linked to both cachexia and metastasis events[86], but, also other cytokines - such as
TNF‐α, IL-1β, and TGF-β- are involved and they may induce inflammation and muscular and adipose
tissue wasting[147,148]. Pro-inflammatory cytokines promote also a shift in liver protein synthesis towards
the production of CRP instead of albumin - which contributes to sustaining chronic inflammation[149].
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Inflammation is the key trigger of muscle wasting inducing alterations in protein and amino acid
metabolism, together with activation of apoptosis and decreased regeneration[144]. Besides muscles wasting,
adipose tissue wasting is also present in the majority of cachexia patients. Indeed, cachectic patients
manifest high levels of circulating free fatty acids, glycerol and triacylglycerol[150] and the trigger of lipolysis
may be also systemic inflammation[151]. Another characteristic of cancer cachexia is the progressive switch
from white adipose tissue to brown adipose tissue-brown adipose tissue derives its name from the darker
color associated with the enrichment in mitochondria[152]. Pro-inflammatory factors either derived from
the host immune system or the tumor, contribute to this switch[152]. Browning strongly contributes to the
increased energy expenditure common in cachectic patients and, interestingly, cachectic lipid wasting
occurs mostly in tumors actively secreting parathyroid hormone-related protein[152,153]. Pro-inflammatory
cytokines, such as IL-6, IL-1, TGF-β, and TNF‐α, are common denominators both for metastasis and
inflammation and for the metabolic reprogramming associated with cachexia[86,122,133] and their underlying
molecular pathways might overlap[154]. One of these molecular pathways might be exosome secretion by
tumour cells or adipose tissue. It has been shown recently that tumor related exosomes play a key role in
activating the inflammatory process in cancer; thus, they might be involved in both host-wasting processes,
as well as metastatic dissemination[155-158]. As a direct proof of this concept, a study[159] published in 2014,
showed that cancer-derived microvesicles containing miR-21 induce apoptosis of skeletal muscle and
lipolysis of the adipose tissue. Similarly, another study demonstrated that cancer associated microvesicles
induce muscle wasting in mice through releasing extracellular Hsp70 and Hsp90[155].
We will describe briefly below the contribution of different organs or body systems to cachexia. First, the
liver plays a major role in cachexia. In the KRAS/P53 mouse model it has been shown that lung tumors act
distally on the liver and reprograms hepatic metabolism through altered pro-inflammatory response via
the STAT3-Socs3 pathway resulting in inhibition of hepatic insulin signaling, increased glucose production
and a deregulated lipid synthesis[160]. The authors suggested that tumor-secreted ‘waste’ such as lactate is
converted to pyruvate and shunted through gluconeogenesis to produce glucose, which can further satisfy
the heightened energetic demand of cancer cells. A research team coordinated by Douglas Fearon also
demonstrated in two mouse models of cancer-induced cachexia that in pre-cachectic mice, even before the
onset of the weight-losing phase of the syndrome, tumor-induced IL-6 has altered the capacity of the liver
to respond to caloric deprivation[141]. Tumors induce a reprogramming of the hepatic metabolism blocking
the host’s capacity to make available endogenous sources of energy that compensate for decreased caloric
intake. Through supressing ketogenesis, the tumor hampers the host’s capacity to produce endogenous
sources of energy that compensate for decreased caloric intake. This energy deficit magnifies the host
stress response and leads to increased glucocorticoid levels that suppress the tumor immunity[140]. Using an
inducible lung cancer mouse model, a research group from WCMC, co-ordinated by Lewis Cantley, found
that cachexia was associated with low ketones and increased glucocorticoid levels that suppresses tumor
directed immunity[161]. The low ketones level associated with reduced expression of hepatic peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptor-α (PPARα) targets that regulate fatty acid oxidation and ketogenesis.
Treatment with fenofibrate, a PPARα agonist restored hepatic ketogenesis, prevented the reliance on
hepatic gluconeogenesis, and skeletal muscle wasting. This model was consistent with the hypothesis that
global inflammation induced by the tumor signals the brain that increases corticotropin-releasing hormone
(CRH) leading to glucocorticoid production that will induce type 2-skeletal muscle fibers breakdown[161].
The pancreas also plays an important role in cachexia through secretion of insulin and glucagon. Insulin
resistance is both a risk factor for cancer and is associated with cancer progression. The increase in insulin
level driven by insulin resistance can drive cancer growth both directly through insulin receptors, and IGF-1
receptors present on the surface of cancer cells[162,163] and indirectly by promoting liver gluconeogenesis and
muscular wasting. Also, the increased production of glucagon in the alpha islet of pancreas during cancer
progression, may also increase liver gluconeogenesis[164]. Branched aminoacids released from the muscle
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will be used in the liver for gluconeogenesis or protein synthesis in lung tumors[165]. Interestingly, the
increase of branched aminoacids blood levels may precede the clinical appearance of pancreatic cancer by
several years[166].
The impact of gut on cachexia is mostly through the gut microbiota. Alteration of the gut ﬂora due to
undernutrition and chemotherapy ultimately affects speciﬁc metabolite availability and absorption, which
in turn affects tumor growth and cachexia[167]. Host metabolism and energy balance are also influenced by
an interplay between the intestinal microbiota, bile acids and nutrients that may have an impact on global
inflammation, immune responses, gut hormone secretion and neuronal activity[168].
Several hormones including insulin, cathecolamines and atrial natriuretic peptide are involved in
lipolysis[169]. Besides the endocrine system, the brain is also actively involved in the cachectic syndrome by
controlling food intake through appetite, satiation, taste and smell of food. Receptors of TNF-α and IL-1
are found in the hypothalamic areas of the brain, which regulate food intake. Anorexia induced by both
TNF-α and IL-6 can be blocked by inhibitors of cyclooxygenase, suggesting that a prostaglandin, such as
PGE2, may be the direct mediator of appetite suppression[169,170]. Autonomic nervous system dysfunction
has been also described in cancer patients with cachexia[171]. IL-6 was found to stimulate hypothalamic
release of CRH, and increase glucocorticoid production[172].
Structural and functional heart changes similar to those found in cardiac failure are often associated with
the cachexia syndrome. In addition to a loss of skeletal muscle mass and function, many patients with
cancer cachexia also experience cardiac atrophy, remodeling, and dysfunction, which in the field of cancer
cachexia is described as cardiac cachexia[173,174]. It has been shown for more than two decades that cardiac
cachexia is linked to raised plasma levels of TNF‐α and other inflammatory cytokines and that the degree
of body wasting is strongly correlated with neurohormonal and immune abnormalities[175].
Israel and Schwartz[176] postulated that cancer cells have hybrid metabolic features that take advantage of
the catabolic state that they also initially induce. The two French authors proposed a comprehensive model
of the systemic metabolic changes induced by cancer that I will describe briefly. Normally, in starvation,
when blood glucose level decreases, glucagon and epinephrine activate gluconeogenesis and ketogenesis to
form nutriments, mobilizing body stores. On the contrary, when glycemia is elevated, the pancreas releases
insulin, activating anabolism and oxidative glycolysis, energy being required to form new molecules
or refill stores. Usually, these two opposite physiological states exclude each other; when anabolism is
triggered by insulin, catabolism is blocked and the normal organism metabolic configuration is finely
regulated by the state of key enzymes. Depending on the needs, enzymes function like switches and direct
the metabolism towards different pathways that are open or closed depending on their phosphorylation
state. In cancer, some of their enzymes are phosphorylated as normally observed when catabolic hormones
stimulate Gs-coupled receptors, whereas other enzymes adopt a configuration normally found in anabolic
situations, mediated via tyrosine kinase receptors. Basically, despite the fact that the organism as a whole is
in a starvation-like state induced by cancer, tumor cells have their anabolic pathways turned ON through
tyrosine kinase receptors, sometimes constitutively activated through genetic mutations or amplifications.
The pyruvate kinase (PK) and pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) of cancer cells are OFF in a phosphorylated
form but the citrate synthase is ON pulling the glucose flux in the glycolytic direction. So, on one hand,
cancer cells, have their PKs and PDHs inhibited by phosphorylation, like in gluconeogenesis, on the other
hand they have an increased glycolysis that will be used for the synthesis of new molecular building blocks
for new mitotic daughter cells. As a result, cancer cells burn glucose and increase the tumor mass, at the
same time consuming the muscle proteins and the lipid stores of the organism. The outcome of this hybrid
rewired metabolism gives them a selective advantage over normal cells[176]. In subsequent publications,
Israël proposed that the reason for this hybrid metabolism is an alteration of the GABA selection switch
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between anabolism and catabolism in the pancreas, leading to a concomitant release of catabolic glucagon
and anabolic insulin[177]. According to him, the first cells that manifest a hybrid metabolism are the
stem cells. Subsequently, this metabolic rewiring is stabilized through mutations or epigenetic changes
selecting the most aggressive population and cancer cells arise. In his model, the pancreatic alteration is
the primum movens of cancer followed by the metabolism switch of stem cells. The stem cells, initially
committed to repair an organ, subsequently transform into cancer cells that use their metabolic advantage
to compete for resources with the rest of the organism[177-179]. The practical value of Israël’s model is first the
prediction that cancer could be detected several years before its clinical manifestations because of specific
metabolome changes, and, second, the proposal of correcting the GABA switch pancreatic anomaly as a
method for cancer prevention. In 2016, a group of German researchers analyzing data from the European
Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition study found that abnormalities of two lipid metabolites
(high levels of phosphatidylcholine PC ae C30:0 and low levels of lysophosphatidylcholines, C18:0, were
consistently associated with increased risk of breast, prostate and colorectal cancer. These abnormalities
were detected several years before the clinical apparition of cancer pointing to a global metabolic shift in
phosphatidylcholine metabolism that may drive tumorigenesis[180].
The thrombosis network

The role of different blood components[181] and the lymphatic system[182] in the metastatic process has been
coming more and more into focus. Therapies targeted against other blood and lymphatic factors involved
in cancer are in development[181,182]. As many as 20% of cancer patients may have a thrombosis event during
their lifetimes[183]. As shown in a recent review[184], a reciprocal connection exists between cancer and
thrombosis, on one side cancer cells supporting clot formation, on the other side, clotting proteins support
cancer growth and dissemination. Cancer is associated with a state of hypercoagulability, driven in part
by the release of procoagulant factors, such as tissue factor (TF), released by the malignant tissue, as well
as by inflammation-driven activation of endothelial cells, platelets, and leukocytes. Also, cancer cells are
able to directly adhere to host cells (i.e., endothelial cells, monocytes, platelets, and neutrophils), thereby
stimulating additional prothrombotic properties of the host thrombosis effector cells[184] [Figure 9].
TF is considered to be the major molecular driver of cancer-associated coagulopathy and thromboembolic
disorders. It is expressed either by cancer cells or its expression is induced by cancer cells in normal
vascular tissues by both the release of soluble mediators and the direct cancer cell - host cell contact.
Its expression is related to well defined oncogenic events: epidermal-to-mesenchymal transformation,
TGF-β signaling, EGFR, phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN) and Src pathways, hypoxia induced
signaling, etc. The majority of human epithelial cancers (lung, colorectal, prostate, breast, pancreatic,
gastric, melanoma, etc.) are characterized by abundant levels of TF[185]. Also, as shown by a Canadian group
in a glioma model, TF may also control the state of tumor dormancy by recruiting to the tumor niche
myeloid and blood vessels forming cells[186]. Interestingly, the procoagulant and the signaling effect of TF in
tumor biology can be targeted separately, and there are therapies under investigation that target solely the
signaling effect of TF without affecting its homeostatic function[187].
In addition, cancer cell interactions with platelets and neutrophils contribute to cancer cell adhesion,
extravasation, and the establishment of metastatic lesions[188]. Platelet-derived signals are required for the
rapid intravascular recruitment of neutrophils to circulating tumor cells (CTCs) thrombi contributing
to “early metastatic niches”[123]. Also, TGF-β secreted by degranulating platelets may contribute to the
activation the NF-κB pathway in carcinoma cells, thereby inducing or sustaining the expression of EMT
programs in the CTCs[189]. Selectins are carbohydrate-binding molecules that bind to glycan structures,
present on endothelial cells, platelets and leukocytes. There are three members of the selectin family:
P-selectin expressed on activated platelets and endothelial cells, L-selectin present on leukocytes and
E-selectin expressed on activated endothelial cells[190]. P-selectin in particular seems to play a crucial role in
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several types of cancer metastasis by mediating the aggregation of platelets with tumor cells forming clots.
A recent study showed that intravenous injection of melanoma cells into WT mice resulted in multiple lung
metastases, while in P-selectin-deficient mice pulmonary tumor metastasis and trapping of tumor cells in
the lung was significantly reduced[191]. Modulating the interaction between cancer cells and the circulating
blood cells, and respectively, between cancer cells and the endothelial cells may represent novel therapeutic
approaches. For example, there is experimental evidence that targeting specific types of the integrin
receptors present on the surface of the platelets efficiently reduces tumor cell colonization into the lungs,
suggesting that they could represent interesting targets for anti-metastatic drugs[192].
A team from France characterized the microparticulosome, the repertoire of plasma membrane vesicles
produced by different types of cells and was able to differentiate a microparticle signature associated
with pancreatic and colorectal cancer[193]. The same team showed in syngeneic ectopic and orthotopic
mice models that treatment with the drug Clopidogrel prevented the binding of cancer cell‐derived
microparticles to fibrinogen‐platelets aggregates at the site of thrombosis, and reduced the metastasis and
the extent of thrombosis associated with cancer[194]. Procoagulant factors associated with exosomes from
tumors have been described for almost four decades[195] Tissue factor associated with exosomes has been
found to be responsible for the Trousseau syndrome in one patient with lung cancer[196] and there are
several studies documenting the procoagulant effect of tumor exosomes[197].
The neuro-endocrine network

Both the central nervous system and the neurovegetative nervous system are intimately involved in cancer.
One of the most studied links between central nervous system and cancer is stress. The neuroendocrine
mediators reach the cells of the immune system either through the peripheral circulation or through direct
innervation of lymphoid organs [Figure 10]. As suggested by Claire Magnon[198], a possible explanation
for tumor formation associated with stress might rely on the activation of the sympathetic nervous system
(SNS) through the sympathetic - adrenal - medullary axis, which controls the release of adrenergic
neurotransmitters such as epinephrine or norepinephrine by the adrenals into the bloodstream in support
of the ﬁght-or-ﬂight reﬂex. Catecholamine-mediated suppression of cellular immunity may play a role
in increased growth of certain tumors[199]. Also, primary and secondary lymphoid organs are innervated
by sympathetic nerve fibers. Lymphocytes and monocytes express receptors for several stress hormones,
including CRH, adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), cortisol, norepinephrine, and epinephrine.
Therefore, it is possible that the neuroendocrine hormones released during a stressful event could alter
immune function and subsequently alter the course of immune-based diseases[200]. It has been reported
that mice living in an enriched housing environment (EE) show reduced tumor growth and increased
remission[201]. This effect was described in melanoma and colon cancer models, and, it was proven that
it was not caused by physical activity alone. Serum from animals held in an enriched environment (EE)
inhibited cancer proliferation in vitro and was markedly lower in leptin. Hypothalamic brain derived
neurotrophic factor (BDNF) was selectively upregulated by EE, its genetic overexpression reduced tumor
burden, whereas BDNF knockdown blocked the effect of EE. The hypothalamic BDNF downregulated
leptin production in adipocytes via sympathoneural β-adrenergic signaling[201].
A key central nervous system structure involved in cancer is the hypothalamus. In the context of
systemic inflammation, the hypothalamus integrates signals from peripheral systems, translating them
into neuroendocrine perturbations, altered neuronal signaling, and global metabolic derangements[202].
Cytokines, like IL-1β and TNF-α, for example, generated in the periphery during cancer progression are
amplified and modified within the hypothalamus, leading to hypothalamic inflammation and aberrant
activity of weight- and activity-modulating neurons that may induce muscle atrophy via activation of the
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis[203,204]. Hypothalamic inflammation may be followed by dysregulation
of homeostatic regulation of autonomic nerves (innervation of muscles, liver, fat tissue, endocrine glands
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and other organs) that may further potentiate dysregulation of metabolism and enhance peripheral, proinflammatory reactions[205]. Hypothalamus appears to be an important contributor in the development and
maintenance of the cachectic state[202]. Lower hypothalamic activity has been demonstrated by functional
magnetic resonance imaging scans in patients with cachexia associated with advanced lung cancer[206].
A unique crosstalk between the central nervous system and prostate tumours was recently revealed. In a
striking experiment[207], using a mouse model of prostate cancer, a French group demonstrated a process of
tumour-associated neo-neurogenesis, in which neural progenitors leave the brain of the mouse and reach,
through the systemic circulation, the primary tumour or the metastatic tissues. Once arrived there, they
differentiated into new adrenergic neurons that are known to support the early stages of the development
of cancer. The authors suggested the possibility that the tumour itself might deplete neurogenic niches in
the brain by attracting neural progenitors to support its own development[207].
Recent experiments suggest a direct relationship between the neurovegetative nervous system and
certain tumors. As reviewed by Cole[208], SNS activation modulates gene expression programs that
promote metastasis of solid tumours by stimulating macrophage infiltration, inflammation, angiogenesis,
epithelial-mesenchymal transition, and tumour invasion, and by inhibiting cellular immune responses and
programmed cell death. SNS activation may also influence cancer progression via indirect pathways in
which SNS innervation of distant tissues triggers secondary hormonal or cellular effects that subsequently
affect the tumour microenvironment. For example, sympathetic innervation of bone marrow can stimulate
the production of myeloid lineage immune cells which may infiltrate the tumoral microenvironment and
promote metastasis[209-211]. In prostate cancer, sympathetic nerve fibers may help tumors grow by interacting
with beta-adrenergic receptors on stromal cells[212]. Epidemiological studies showed that men with prostate
adenocarcinoma who take non-selective beta-blockers have lower prostate cancer-specific mortality
rates[213]. A similar activity of beta-blockers has been described in melanoma or breast cancer patients
indicating that adrenergic signaling might be involved in various types of cancer[214,215].
If the role of the sympathetic system in cancer has been well documented, the contribution of the
parasympathetic division of the autonomic nervous system is less clear. As shown by Kevin Tracey and his
collaborators from the Feinstein Institute on Long Island, New York, the efferent vagus nerve-mediated
cholinergic signaling controls immune function and pro-inflammatory responses via the inflammatory
reflex [216]. T and B cells express most cholinergic system components - e.g., acetylcholine, choline
acetyltransferase, acetylcholinesterase, and, both muscarinic and nicotinic acethycholine (Ach) receptors
and the cholinergic signals generated by immune cells appear to be triggers of both the initiation and
termination of cytokine synthesis (e.g., IL-2 in T cells and TNF-α in macrophages)[217]. A recent study from
the University of Sichuan, China, suggested that parasympathetic innervation may contribute to stomach
cancer development via acetylcholine-mediated activation of muscarinic acetylcholine receptors[218]. In a
mouse model of stomach cancer, vagotomy suppressed gastric tumorigenesis[219]. Also in a prostate cancer
mouse model cholinergic-induced tumor invasion and metastasis were inhibited by pharmacological
blockade of the stromal type 1 muscarinic receptor, leading to improved survival of the mice[212]. However,
as discussed by Cole et al.[208], cholinergic blockade may stimulate indirectly the SNS promotion of cancer.
An alternative strategy would be to target neurotrophic growth factors in cancer as many cancers are
associated with nerve infiltration. An antineurotrophic antibody (tanezumab) has been developed by Pfizer
and is currently used as an analgesic[220].
As many as 8% of cancers might be associated with endocrine paraneoplastic syndromes[221], but, a detailed
discussion on these syndromes, is beyond the scope of this article. In the context of our discussion on
the systemic hallmarks of cancer, it is clear, however, that production of specific hormones by tumors
of particular types is not a random event[222]. For example, squamous cell carcinomas typically produce
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parathyroid hormone - related protein and small cell carcinomas (SCC) of the lung typically produce
calcitonin, adrenocorticotropin (ACTH), or gastrin releasing peptide (GRP). In some case for example,
bombesin (BBS)-like neuropeptides secreted by SCC can act as autocrine growth factors [223]. Besides
the involvement of cathecolamines in cancer described before, several other hormones (i.e., estrogens,
androgens) are well known to promote cancer development and metastasis[224]. Also, the role of the thyroid
hormones in promoting the metastatic process has been recently described[225]. Other hormones, like
melatonin, for example, may inhibit cancer metastasis[226]. Patient with cancer have poor sleep and this
may influence melatonin secretion. In a recent study done breast cancer women serum melatonin levels
correlated significantly with self-reported sleep quality and psychometric profiles of depression[227].

INTEROGATING THE SYSTEM: CANCER INDUCED SYSTEMIC PATHOLOGIC NETWORKS
In the recent years, liquid biopises and “omics” became useful tools of the developing field of precision
oncology. Through liquid biopsies and “omics” we can interogate the global characteristics of the tumor
itself, and obtain useful information that help us in the diagnostic, prognostic and treatment of cancer
patients. In the near future, of great importance will be the characterization of the different CISPN through
specific biomarkers designed to analyze the systemic cancer hallmarks. This information might be used to
refine the staging and prognostic of patients with metastatic cancer currently lumped indiscriminatively
under one large umbrella by the TNM staging and, also, design and monitor targeted interventions directed
specifically against key CISPN that behave as master regulators of the metastatic process. Circulating
miRNA present inside the exosomes are plausible CISPN master regulators[42]. Exosomal proteins isolated
from plasma of cancer patients have been recently characterized not only as useful biomarkers associated
with several cancer types but also for dissecting different CISPN involvement in the malignant process[43].
Potential systemic biomarkers might be also found analysing metabolomics data. In order for a tumor
to develop and spread needs energy and, global metabolic reprogramming, might well be one of the key
systemic cancer hallmarks driving cancer from its emergence through its progression and metastasis.
The Consortium of Metabolomics Studies (COMETS) was established in 2014 to facilitate large-scale
collaborative research on the human metabolome and its relationship with disease etiology, diagnosis, and
prognosis[228]. Systemic metabolic changes in advanced cancers have been described in the past for several
tumor types[229,230]. The essential role of metabolism at the cellular level in controlling cancer hallmarks
was recently proven. Using molecular data of 9,125 patient samples from The Cancer Genome Atlas, a
group of researchers identified distinct metabolic expression subtypes in 27 cancer types based on mRNA
expression patterns of seven major metabolic processes (amino acid metabolism, carbohydrate metabolism,
integration of energy, lipid metabolism, nucleotide metabolism, tricarboxylic acid cycle and vitamin &
cofactor metabolism)[231]. The metabolic expression subtypes correlated with clinical outcomes: subtypes
with upregulated carbohydrate, nucleotide, and vitamin/cofactor metabolism most consistently correlated
with worse prognosis, whereas subtypes with upregulated lipid metabolism showed the opposite. The
most interesting finding was that these metabolic subtypes were not related to specific genetic somatic
drivers but were intrinsically coupled with cancer hallmark pathways (i.e., angiogenesis, cell division,
etc.) and were modulated by highly recurrent master regulators across cancer types, ultimately leading to
consistent survival patterns. As a proof-of-concept in vitro experiment, the authors also demonstrated
that knockdown of two master regulators genes of carbohydrate metabolic subtypes (SNAI1 in a lung
cancer cell line or RUNX1 in a sarcoma cell line) significantly decreased the concentrations of intracellular
glucose. According to this model, the master metabolic regulators identified were key nodes with the
greatest influence on systems-level metabolic activities and targeting these metabolic master regulators may
inhibit tumor progression. Strikingly, all four master metabolism regulators genes identified in the 8 cancer
types with significantly worse survival rates due to upregulated carbohydrate metabolism, SNAI1, RUNX1,
RUNX2, and FOSL1[231], play also a key role in embryonal development and EMT[13,232,233] and might be also
master regulators of the metastatic cellular program [Figure 3].
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NOVEL THERAPEUTIC APPROACHES USING THE CANCER SYSTEM MODEL
Mark Vincent classified cancer treatments in two fundamentally different approaches: a “causalityinhibition” strategy, targeted towards the cancer cause, which at present is still a “moon shot”, remote from
our current cancer treatment practices, and, an ”acausal” approach that target a specific cancer marker
or signature[234]. At present, many aspects of cancer, in general, and, by large, the metastatic process
are still incompletely charted territories, and, therefore, most our current cancer treatments are not
directed towards the specific cause that triggeres the cancer process. In the near future, hopefully, once
the mechanisms of the different cancer cellular programs are better described, we will be able to design
effective causality-inhibition therapies.
For example, the immunomodulatory function of exosomes may be exploited for therapeutic effect. In 2008,
a Chinese group from Guangxi University[235] reported the results of a Phase I study in which 40 patients
with advanced colorectal cancer received four weekly intravenous injections of ascites derived exosomes
plus or minus GM-CSF. Stable disease and a minor response were observed in two of the patients treated.
More recently, another Chinese group[236], suggested that miRNA depleted pancreatic cancer exosomes
might enhance the killing capacity of dendritic or cytokine-induced killer cells, and activate the immune
system against pancreatic cancer. The exosomes packaging is closely regulated, and, different clones even
from the same tumor may secret exosomes carrying a different cargo with different properties[237].

DISMANTELLING CANCER NETWORKS AT THE ORGANISM LEVEL
Networks, composed of various nodes and edges may be described at different levels in an organism. In a
cell, nodes may be amino acids of cancer-related proteins, where edges are their distances in the 3D protein
structure or nodes may represent protein/RNA molecules or DNA-segments, where edges are their physical
or signaling contacts. In metabolic networks, nodes are metabolites and edges are the enzymes, which
catalyze the reactions to convert them to each other. At the tissular levels, nodes can be the cancer cells and
the stromal cells and the edges the different molecules through which they communicate. At the level of
the whole organism, nodes may represent the different components of the cancer system and the different
components of the normal body systems [Figure 2] and, the edges, cellular, exosomal or proteic signals
exchanged between them. Cancer is a robust system that is able to maintain stable functioning despite
various perturbations. The essential robustness of cancer is maintained through heterogeneous redundancy,
i.e., the cancer tissue contains a heterogeneous distribution of genetically different cancer cells maintained
by genetic instability[238]. Communication is crucial for the development of the cancer system. In order to
be able to dismantle such a complex multi-layered network as cancer, novel targeted multi-scale approaches
are needed that target simultaneously key elements of the cellular, tissular and systemic cancer networks[239].
Targeting the master genetic regulators or the hubs at the cellular level led to promising results[28,240]. Also, a
therapeutic approach based on game theory targeting the collaboration between cancer cells at the tissular
level was recently proposed by Archetti and Pienta[241]. It is conceivable that using similar mathematical
tools, treatments targeting specific CISPN elements at the organismic level can be designed. Evaluating
the cancer system vulnerabilities through analysis of network topology and, especially, network dynamics
can predict novel anti-cancer drug targets[242]. In general, therapeutic approaches targeting levels above the
cellular level may be less affected by cancer genetic instability and heterogeneity than treatments targeting
the cancer cells themselves. A suggestive example is the improvement in the long term survival associated
with check-point inhibitors that target cancer tissue as opposed to cancer cells[243-245] as opposed to the
almost universal development of acquired resistence associated to the use of tyrosine kinase inhibitors that
target specific intra-cellular cancer networks[246]. An attractive top-down regulator of cancer is the nervous
system and novel therapies could be designed stimulating or inhibiting some of its components[198]. As a
proof of principle, amplyfing a single gene in the hypothalamus of obese mice through gene transfer of
BDNF inhibited breast cancer progression and metastasis[247].
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“HORIZONTAL” VS . “VERTICAL” APPROACHES
Modalities to target cancer at the cellular level (i.e., tyrosine kinase inhibitors and antibodies directed
to the antigens present on the surface of the cancer cells) have been already in place now for almost
two decades. Immunotherapies with checkpoint inhibitors and CAR-T cell approaches have recently
improved the quality and duration of life of many cancer patients. We envision that agents targeting the
systemic hallmarks of cancer and interrupting the communication between the different components of
the cancer system will represent the “new wave” of cancer treatments. In the multi-scale model of cancer
a “horizontal” approach is considered targeting the cross-talk between the different components of the
CISPN and blocking the communication between its parts and a “vertical” approach would use drugs that
act simultaneously at the cellular, tissular and systemic level in a particular sub-component of the CISPN.
An example of a “horizontal” approach is the finding that the blockade of the CXCL5/7 receptor CXCR2, or
the transient depletion of either platelets or granulocytes, prevents the formation of early metastatic niches
and significantly reduced metastatic seeding and progression[123]. Granulocyte recruitment depends on the
secretion of CXCL5 and CXCL7 chemokines by platelets upon contact with tumor cells[123]. An example of
a “vertical” approach using trans-level drugs acting simultaneously at the cellular, tissular and organismic
levels simultaneously is the use of beta-blockers. Some beta-blockers, for example, like propranolol, at
the tissular level have an immunomodulatory effect[248] and at the organismic level alter the metastatic
potential of cancer cells[208]. A group of researchers at Penn State University found that melanoma patients
who received immunotherapy while taking pan β-blockers lived longer than patients who received
immunotherapy alone or patinets that received immunotherapy and β1-selective blockers[249]. In a followup experiment with mice, the researchers saw the same results[249]. Bisoprolol is another selective β1-blocker
commonly used to treat hypertension, cardiac ischemia, and congestive heart failure. Bisoprolol improved
survival, increased total heart mass, and other heart parameters and, importantly, improved food intake
and activity levels in an AH-130 tumor-bearing rats model[250]. Clinical studies with Bisoprolol are planned
in patients with cancer cachexia (Professor Anker, Charité Hospital, Berlin, personal communication).

CONCLUSION
Cancer is a multidimensional process with specific characteristics at the cellular, tissular and the organismic
level. Basic research and clinical data obtained over the last decade suggests that, at the macroscopic level,
cancer behaves like an evolving co-dependent system that interacts continuously through CISPN with the
modified body systems. Cancer cells and cancer stroma secreted exosomes, cytokines and other soluble
factors together with the modified, cancer-supporting body systems, are responsible for establishing the
CISPN and the systemic hallmarks of cancer. Without taking into consideration this larger, organismlevel picture, some of the current local treatments targeted towards the cancer cells or tissues may lead
to cancer progression. For example, in some cases of head and neck cancer, (up to 29% in some series),
checkpoint inhibitor treatments may induce cancer hyperprogression[251]. Treatments targeted towards the
cancer system and the systemic hallmarks of cancer are urgently needed. Moving to the organismic level
and targeting the systemic hallmarks of cancer in concerted therapeutic approaches with currently existing
therapies may further improve our cancer armamentarium in the immediate future.
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